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Abstract- It seems that there is no limit to the amount of data we need to store in our computers and also send these data to
our friends and colleagues. For this purpose people tend to store a lot of files inside their storage. When the storage nears
it’s limit, then they try to reduce those files size to minimum by using data compression software’s. Compression aims to
represent an input data with least number of bits. In this paper we describe the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT), a data
compression technique which is the basis of some of the best compressor available today.
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I. Introduction

1.

Run Length Encoding (RLE)

Contemporary computers process and store huge Amount
of data. The data may in the form of text,sound(audio,
video), graphics(images).Thesedata are store and
transmitted over (telecommunication satellite) networks.To
store or transmit the relevant data, the data are
preprocessed and/or postprocessed. These preprocessed or
post processed form of data may include compression and
decompression.

2.

Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT)

3.

Entropy Coding

The data compression technique is reducing the amount of
data required to represent a source of information for
reducing the space required for data storage also reduces
the time of data transmission over network. The process of
reducing the size of a data file is popularly refered to as
data compression.
There are Two Major categories of compression algorithm.
1) Noisy or Lossy
2) Noiseless or Lossless
Noisy:Noisy compression algorithm involves the reduction
of a file size usually by removing small details.In this
scheme some loss of information is acceptable. It is used
for compressing the picture,videos,and sounds. Digital
cameras and DVDs comes under this noisy compression.
Noiseless:With
Noiseless
compression,
data
is
compressed without any loss of data. It means you want to
get everything back that you put in.
Critical financial data files are examples where noiseless
compression is required. It also used in the zip file format
and in UNIX tool of gzip.
This type of compression used for storing database
records, spreadsheet of word processing files. In these
applications the loss of even a single bit could be
catastrophic.
Noiseless data compression techniques are1
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i)

Shannon-Fano Coding

ii)

Huffman Coding

iii)

Arithmetic Coding

From all these noiseless data compression techniques we
are going to discuss about the BWT.
This Burrow-Wheeler Transform was developed
(invented) bythe Michael Burrows and David Wheeler in
1994.The Burrow-wheeler transform is a Block-Sorting
Noiseless Data Compression Algorithm that works by
applying a reversible transformation to a block of input
data. BWT is a transformation algorithm that does not
compress data but rearrange or change data to optimize
input for next sequence of transformation or compression
algorithm.
In short, the BWT itself does not perform any compression
operations, i.e. it needs some other compression algorithm
or technique for compressing that particular inputed data.It
simply transform the input such that it can be more
efficiently coded by Run-Length Encoder or Other
Secondary Compression technique like Arithmetic coding.
The BWT is an algorithm that takes a block of data and
rearranges it using a sorting algorithm. The resulting
output block contain exactly the same data elements that it
started with differencing only in their ordering. The
transformation is reversible, meaning the original ordering
of the data elements can be restored with no loss of
fidelity. The BWT is performed on an entire block of data
at once. Most of todaysfamiliar lossless compression
algorithm operate in streaming mode, reading a single byte
or a few bytes at a time. But with this new transform, we
want to operate on the largest chunks of data
possible.Since the BWT operates on data in memory, you
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may encounters files too big to processed in one fell
swoop. In these cases the file must be split up and
processed a block at a time.
II.Aim
The aim ofthis research paper is to study the BurrowsWheeler Transform which is used in Data Compression.
The main purpose behind this BWT is to compress data
into the smallest space as possible, so it saves the storage
space and provides an efficient format to allow faster data
transmission via different networks. While Compressing
the data into smallest storage space, the arithmetic coding
can be used to improve the Compression ratio. The BWT
based compression is close to the best known algorithm for
text data nowadays, it could beuse to improve the
compression performance of data.
III. Objectives:
The objective of this proposed work is 1.To implement the BWT with the use of Arithmetic
Coding of noiseless text compression algorithms for text
transmissions with efficient utilization of communication
bandwidth and for archival storage.
2.To develop new text compression techniques along with
basic understanding of the interaction of encoding
schemes and compression algorithms.
3.To achieve better data compression ratio to save storage
space and better bandwidth.
4. To gain an understanding of (basic versions of major
data compression algorithms, including Arithmetic coding
and Burrows-Wheeler compression.
IV. Literature Review
Data Compression reduces the redundancy of the (text)data
and also reduces the size of the (text)data. In the past, the
lot of research work on lossless compression has been
done. The objective is to reduce redundancy of data in
order to able to store or transmit data in an efficient form.
There has been extensive research in data compression
algorithm and techniques [1,2,3,4,5&6].
The continuous attempts to obtain better efficiency of the
lossless image compression lead to developing methods of
increased implementation complexity.Some common
compression technique include, Run Length Encoding[7],
BWT[8,9], Ziv-Lampel[5], Huffman coding[11],arithmetic
coding[10,15&16].The family of the block sorting
algorithms
based
on
the
Burrows-Wheeler
Transform(BWT) has grown over the past few years
starting with the first implementation describedby Burrows
and Wheeler [1994][8,9]. Several authors have presented
improvements to theoriginal algorithm. Andersson and
Nilsson have published several papers about RadixSort,
which can be used as a first sorting step during the BWT
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[1994, 1996, 1998][17 &18]. In hisfinal BWT research
report, Fenwick described some BWT sort improvements
includingsorting long words instead of single bytes
[1995][21&22]. Kurtz presented several papers aboutBWT
sorting stages with suffix trees, which needed less space
than other suffix treeimplementations and are linear in
time [1998, 1999][19,20,23&24].Sadakane described a fast
suffix array sorting scheme in 1997 and 2000[30,31]. In
1999, Larssonpresented an extended suffix array sorting
scheme. Based on already sorted suffices[25],Seward
developed in 2000 two fast suffix sorting algorithms called
"copy" and "cache"[27].Itoh and Tanaka presented a fast
sorting algorithm called the two stage suffix sort
[1999][28].Kao improved the two stage suffix sort by
some new techniques which are very fast forsequences of
repeat symbols [1999][29]. Manzini and Ferragina
published in 2002 someimproved suffix array sorting
techniques based on the results of Seward and of Itoh
andTanaka[26].
V.Methodology
Noiseless Data compression techniques use some methods
for compressing the data for better transmission over
networks and for saving the storage space. These
techniques/ methods are –
1.

Run Length Encoding (RLC)

2.

Burrow-Wheeler Transform (BWT)

3.

Entropy Encoding

i.

Shannon-fano coding

ii.

Huffman coding

iii

Arithmetic coding

Burrow-Wheeler Transform (BWT) works in block mode
while others mostly works in streaming mode. This
algorithm classified into transformation algorithm because
the main idea is to rearrange (by adding and sorting) and
concentrate symbols. These concentrated symbols then can
be used as input for another algorithm to achieve good
compression ratios.
Since the BWT operates on data in memory, you may
encounter files too big to process in one fell swoop. In
these cases, the file must be split up and processed a block
at a time[14](To speed up the sorting process, it is possible
to do parallel sorting or using larger block of input if more
memory available).
The algorithm for BWT is1.

Create a string array

2.

Generate all possible rotations of the inputed
string, storing each in the array

3.

Sort the array alphabetically
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4.

Return the last column of the array

The output of the BWT is then submitted to any other
compression algorithm like Arithmetic Coding for further
processing.
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VI.Conclusion and Future Work
BWTNoiseless Data Compression has a wide range of
applications andvariety of algorithms are developed for
number of applications with maximum storage space and
compression ratio. This research paper provide the better
compression ratio by implementing the BWT and
developing new techniques by using the arithmetic coding.
Improvements in compressed size are obtained by alphabet
reordering and selective reversal within column of the
sorted matrix. This paper is also help to minimize the
storage space.
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